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ABSTRACT
Compliance with homeland securities critical infrastructure policies pose new requirements for active
video surveillance, and automated gate access. Utilizing existing narrow band and cellular solutions
cannot provide the needed bandwidth at low cost points for most water district installations.
Wireless infrastructure mesh networks present a cost-effective, scalable and secure solution for meeting
SCADA and data requirements. A wireless mesh infrastructure can be configured with no single point of
failure, and can deliver the redundancy and high reliability needed to aggregate the various types of data
and video traffic required for water districts.
Another important issue to consider is that wired broadband connectivity must be relayed through
multiple points in order to connect with fiber or copper connections. A scalable wireless solution provides
the operator the ability to transmit multiple types of data, easily relaying up to 19 points to interconnect
networks in a highly scalable and cost-effective manner.
Furthermore, a wireless infrastructure mesh network, built on layer 2 switch architecture, allows for easy
integration into a water districts existing data network. The ability to encrypt data is an added feature
that provides a high degree of security and protection for a water districts vital network data.
Attendees of this session will:
•
•
•
•

Get a better understanding of the various network designs available to expand a water districts
video and data network.
Learn the key questions to ask stakeholders/decision makers in order to gather the information
needed for initial and future network requirements.
Learn to calculate return on investment when using a hybrid wired and wireless network to
enhance existing cellular, copper and other networks currently used in water districts today.
Learn current advances and new applications possible when using 900 MHz, 4.9 GHz, and 5 GHz
spectrum.
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